High-resolution laser spectroscopy on the S1<--S0 transition of jet-cooled anthracene: rotational structure and Stark effect.
We present rotationally resolved spectra of the S(1)<--S(0) transition of anthracene at 27,687.153(4) cm(-1) as well as Stark effect measurements of the free anthracene molecule in electric fields of up to 85 kV/cm. The molecule is rotationally cooled in a supersonic jet expansion to a temperature of 4 K. The rotational constants of the electronic states S(0) and S(1) are determined by a simplex fit comparing the experimental spectra with simulations for an asymmetric rigid rotor. The measured and simulated energies are in very good agreement and the estimated accuracy of the rotational constants is 1 per thousand. Furthermore, the polarizabilities of the electronic states S(0) and S(1) are investigated. At an electric field of 85 kV/cm, line shifts of up to 150 MHz caused by a change in the polarizability of Deltaalpha=123(7) a.u. and broadenings due to the anisotropy are observed. The components of the tensor polarizabilities of the electronic states S(0) and S(1) are determined by simulating the complete spectra using second-order perturbation theory.